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Parallel Space Pro MOD APK (Premium Unlocked, No Ads) attracts many users because it allows users highlight their personal style. It allows you to log into multiple accounts simultaneously on your phone, while protecting your privacy. The Incognito feature allows you to hide apps on your device. You can change the appearance of the backup app
or this application on your phone by yourself. The app supports up to 24 languages at the moment and can be used with most programs on mobile devices. This app will allow you to manage multiple accounts, customize your space and protect your privacy. Acceleration mode makes the app run much smoother and increases user satisfaction. Parallel
Space Pro APK – App Screenshot Advantages of the App FIRST, this application will make it easier to solve problems faster than ever. Many people use two accounts for different purposes. One account can be used to communicate with customers, colleagues and coworkers, but also to communicate with friends, family, or for entertainment. Logging
out of an account and then back in will cause users to feel tired and take up too much time. This app allows you to access both accounts simultaneously. This will allow you to do two tasks simultaneously and save you time. Also, everything will be processed faster. You can also duplicate many different types of apps on your phone with this application.
This allows gamers to “plow a game” with multiple accounts. This allows you to play two online games simultaneously with one phone. Application Help Faster Web Surveillance It has junk data cleaning mode, optimization, and a speed boost to make surfing the internet more enjoyable. This is an important feature for players. It will help your phone
to free up memory quickly and the running speed for the mirrored applications will be smoother. This will give you the best experience. By creating a custom space, you can alter the look. The app has a theme store that allows users to choose from a variety of wallpapers. You can switch between interfaces with just one touch, you don’t even need to
touch anything. And you can switch between accounts or run concurrently. Highlights This application is professional, stable, and extremely easy to use. It is the first application virtualization tool for mobile devices. You will need to grant permission to Parallel Space applications in order for it to function properly. It is very difficult to share the
information with your friends if you don’t grant access. This application does not collect personal information, but it protects user privacy. On the other hand, this app doesn’t take up too much memory, so it’s easy to store it. You cannot have two accounts on the same phone. To be able to manage the second account, you will need to use a different
phone number. This number must activate the first login. The system will notify you about it. You can enjoy the benefits of this application and play multiple accounts, balance work, or entertainment. Don’t think about it too much, just download it quickly and let it help you! Main Features On one device, log in to multiple accounts and games on social
media. Finding balance between work and family. You can duplicate your online gaming experience to have more fun. Parallel Space for Android allows you to log in with a second account for most Android applications. Data from different accounts doesn’t affect each other. Incognito Installation: Protect your privacy and hide apps on the device You
can hide sensitive apps from prying eyes by storing them in a hidden place. Secure your privacy with a security code Change skins to create unique spaces Parallel Space for Android includes an interface store as well as a selection of custom wallpapers that users can choose from to personalize their experience. Use a custom wallpaper to create
unique spaces. One touch allows users to quickly switch to another interface. Switch accounts quickly and easily with one-touch access You can manage multiple accounts at once by switching between them simultaneously. You might be interested in: Smule APK Parallel Space Reviews Tim Seo: It was downloaded because of mixed reviews, so I
decided to give it a try. While it may not be 100% reliable, it is pretty close. Parallel Space Pro APK is what I used, this app was downloaded because I needed a way to manage my two Discordapp accounts from my smartphone. Parallel Spaces is perfect for my purpose. (For comparison, Parallel Spaces is paid and comes with the 64-bit addon. Ameya
Bangera: It has a bugg, it’s so annoying. When I play music and then open parallel spaces, it works fine. But when I try to increase the volume, my phone shuts down. It happens on my ASUS m1 pro..devlopers, please look into it. Your app is the best for letting you know. James Mcbroom: Although I had been using Parallel Space for years daily, I
started to notice the ads and decided that the Pro version of Parallel Space was the best. After doing so I was told my subscription verification failed and was left without £20 and still stuck with ads. Parallel Space Pro APK is an extremely great application developed by LBE Tech. The application allows users to copy and run multiple accounts on one
application. About Parallel Space Sometimes you play online games and want to play multiple accounts at the same time. And this is the application that you have been searching for so long. You can use multiple social networking accounts and games at the same time without having to log out and log in to another account. This great tool will copy
applications and license to run independently. Therefore, you do not need to worry about being interrupted when using multiple accounts. In addition, the application also has many other outstanding advantages. Highlights Parallel Space has an extremely easy-to-use interface and optimizes the application it duplicates. Your application is not only
cloned but also optimized to the maximum. Therefore, you will have the smoothest experience without worrying about frame jerks. More specifically, the interface is extremely beautiful and easy to use. With a simple interface, not too fussy will make new people quickly get acquainted. In addition, you can change the interface according to your own
preferences. The next feature that this great application offers is that it supports all the applications you have installed and some system apps. It will duplicate the new application as a newly installed and unused application. And the application that Parallel Space clones will have an outline around it for easy identification. You can also add cloned
application shortcuts to your home screen for easy use. The last floating feature is to hide the favorite application. Parallel Space will hide the application you want and add in itself. This is very convenient if you have some applications that want to hide information, private photos, … but fear your friends and lovers borrow the device and find out, you
can hide it. Some things to note To use Parallel Space you have to license it. And publisher LBE Tech has committed that it is compatible and replicates all applications. But please note that cloning and running multiple applications will still consume memory. Especially battery life will spend a lot when you open two applications in parallel at the same
time. And the memory will consume as well as the original application, you can check it through the Storage section in Parallel Space. In addition, you can back up data to your Google account so that data is not lost when you delete the application or reinstall the device. One more thing but equally important. If you want to use multiple social network
accounts at the same time add Parallel Space to the exceptions list in the standby application. Adding an exception list will help you get the news in time and there is no delay in time. That's all the publisher wants you to note. Please read carefully to answer the questions you encounter when using. MOD APK version of Parallel Space MOD Features
LBE Tech is indeed a great publisher when it succeeded in creating Parallel Space. It is very convenient, now I can play many online game accounts and hang up at the same time. In addition, you can use it for many different purposes. If you have a need to use it, download the application right away via the link below the article. And please leave a
comment, review this app or my article to support me. Currently, Parallel Space has a Lite version to reduce the capacity of the application. And the application also supports 32-bit and 64-bit operating systems for everyone. Update On2022-08-23 App Version4.0.9252 Parallel Space - Multiple accounts & Two face Mod Parallel Space Mod APK
4.0.9252 (Premium, 64 Bit) Features: Premium unlocked64 Bit Clone and run multi accounts of a same app simultaneously and apply custom themes to cloned apps! As one of the top-ranked tool on Android, Parallel Space helps more than 50 million users log in to their multi accounts at the same time on one device by cloning! It also protects user
privacy by making apps invisible on device with the Incognito Installation feature. Moreover, users are able to customize their cloned apps in Parallel Space with themes to create their own stylish launcher. So far Parallel Space has supported 24 languages. Get Parallel Space now to manage your multi accounts on one device, protect privacy and
create your customized space! ★Log in to multi accounts of social networking apps or game apps at the same time on one device• Balance between users' life and work easily.• Double users' online gaming experience and have more fun.• Almost all apps are supported for a second account in Parallel Space. Data from both accounts won't interfere
with each other. ★Protect user privacy, make apps invisible on device through Incognito Installation• Hide users' secret apps without worrying about prying eyes by keeping apps only in secret space.• Protect user privacy with a security lock. ★Create a customized space by applying themes• A theme store is integrated into Parallel Space and a list of
customized themes are ready for users to apply to cloned apps in Parallel Space.• Help express users' unique identities by creating a customized space where they can style their social networking apps in Parallel Space with beautiful themes. ★Switch fast between accounts with just one tap• Run two accounts simultaneously and switch between
them fast with one tap to effective manage different accounts. Highlights:• Powerful, stable & easy-to-use.• Unique: Parallel Space is based on MultiDroid, the first application virtualization engine on Android. Notes:• Permissions: Parallel Space needs to apply for the permissions required by the apps added in Parallel Space to function normally. For
example, if Parallel Space is not permitted to acquire your location, you will be unable to send your location to your friends in some apps that run in Parallel Space. Parallel Space does not collect your personal information to protect privacy.• Consumptions: Parallel Space itself doesn't take up too much memory, battery and data by which are actually
consumed by the apps running inside. Details can be viewed in 'Storage' and 'Task Manager', which could be found in 'Settings' in Parallel Space.• Notifications: Please add Parallel Space to whitelist or exceptional list of some 'boost apps' to ensure that notification of some social networking apps functions well.• Conflict: You cannot run two accounts
of some social networking apps by using a same mobile number. You should use a different mobile number to run your second account of those apps in Parallel Space and ensure that the mobile number is active during your first login because there will be a verification message sent to this number. For any urgent matters, please contact our official
WhatsApp: +86 18201691197. Please note that hot line service is not supported at present. For any problems, please feel free to contact us via the 'Feedback' feature inside Parallel Space or send us an email at: [email protected] Follow us on FB for the latest news: Join us on Google+ Group:
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